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REFLECTIONS FROM THE PRINCIPAL 
 

2019 has been another amazing year at Dalkeith Primary School. We are into the second year or our current 

business plan and well on track to achieving our targets and milestones. This year Dalkeith went online for the 

first time to complete NAPLAN online testing and I am very pleased to say we did not experience any technical 

issues at all, which makes our data very valid and reliable.  

The ongoing refurbishment of our school pool has been a major focus for me this year as I have attempted to 

liaise and navigate my way around legislation, government departments, architects and builders to get to the 

stage of gaining approval for our refurbished change rooms and new uniform shop. The regulations around 

this part of the pool have proved to be more onerous than the actual upgrade of the pool itself and as a result, 

the plans are still being finalised. I am hoping that works will commence next year and will probably be 

scheduled for term 2 to avoid disruption to swimming lessons in term 1.  

Community use of the pool is a bit of a sticking point, with the Department of Education reviewing this area 

and the regulations surrounding it. The P&C have continued to work very hard regardless to ensure the 

necessary funds are available when we do finally get to the build stage. We are also yet to install shade and 

seating in the pool area but I can assure you it that it is all planned to happen next year!  

The incredible fund raising efforts of the Dalkeith community are so very much appreciated. Without your 

support it would just not be possible to offer these wonderful facilities for our students. I would like to make 

mention Sharon Marron, P&C President and the members of the P&C this year who have been incredibly 

dedicated and amazing to work with over the past three years. Sadly, most of our executive team are stepping 

down at the end of this year to take a well-earned break. I for one will be very sorry to see them leave, however 

we are now in the process of appointing new members who I am sure will be equally amazing!  

I would also like to sincerely thank Thirza Feutrill and the School Board members for their unwavering support 

and guidance this year. The Board is the place where all the big decisions get made and the support for my 

role as principal has been outstanding and very reassuring this year. Quite a few members attended School 

Board training this year which was extremely beneficial. I am very pleased to say that our School Board is well 

and truly on track!  

The staff and students have engaged in quality teaching and learning that have led to some incredible 

outcomes for our school. This year our NAPLAN results showed incredible growth, particularly in the progress 

between year 3 and 5. Our outstanding results have put us right up there with like schools of achievement and 

progress (see the Literacy Numeracy report). This year we implemented an instructional coach initiative which 

has proved to be very successful. Two teachers, one for three days a week and the other on planned days, have 

worked with teachers to coach them in the areas of Writing, Reading and Spelling. The increase in NAPLAN 

results is very evident. We are committed to continually upskill our staff in best practices that can only have 

very positive benefits for our students.  

Initiatives such as the school wide Positive Behaviour Support Program, the Early Years Extension program, 

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths) program, STEM extension, Robotics and Coding and the 

Year 6 Student Leadership Program, all continued to be implemented with enthusiasm and dedication during 

2019. Programs such as these set Dalkeith Primary School apart as being a school of excellence and choice. All 

staff actively engaged in many in house professional development sessions this year, however the most 

significant impact on staff development and student outcomes has been the action research that teaching and 

support staff engaged in this year. Staff chose an area of the business plan that they wanted to investigate in 

depth and became their own researcher and expert. This really empowered our staff to engage in meaningful 

professional learning that potentially will have great outcomes for our students. Due to the success and 

positivity of the action research project, this will continue in 2020.  



 

The Dalkeith Young Writer’s Award was continued this year with great success. Students from Years 1 – 6 were 

invited to write a narrative that was then judged by a panel to determine the best story from each phase of 

learning. We were very excited and pleased to read such wonderful ideas and creative writing from our 

students. The winners from each section were awarded prizes and also encouraged to submit their writing to 

the Tim Winton Writer’s competition.  

This year we also implemented the lighthouse classrooms initiative. Teachers were invited to submit a proposal 

to a panel that aligned best pedagogical practices with classroom design. As a result, we can see some 

innovated and very child friendly classroom spaces around our school. Teachers and students alike are noticing 

more calmness and a lot more engagement in the classrooms.  

Our participation in Sing fest was once again remarkable with DPS students scoring an ‘outstanding’ from the 

adjudicators. The wonderful performance was a display of incredible talent and musical competence. Another 

amazing showcase of talent was the Instrumental Concert held in Term 4. It is awe inspiriting to see our students 

from year 3 to 6 perform with such skill and passion.  

This year also saw the continuation of our innovative and unique Leadership Challenge program for Year 6 

students. This program was designed to build leadership capacity in our senior students. The number of 

successful students achieving this prestigious award went to students in 2019. This is a testament to not only 

the persistence and leadership qualities of our year 6 students, but also the integrity of this program and the 

teachers who put in countless hours to ensure its success. We ended the year with the thought in mind that 

we needed to review the leadership program to be more challenging and easier to monitor. We look forward 

to seeing this program become more student driven next year.  

World Teachers Day was recognised and celebrated once again this year by the school community. The School 

Board and the P&C showed their appreciation of the staff at DPS at a World Teacher’s Day assembly by 

presenting all staff members with a wonderful gift.  

We look forward to another highly successful year in 2020 as we continue to move into flexible learning spaces, 

providing further enrichment for our gifted students and providing in class support for our teachers with the 

ongoing implementation of our instructional coaches. Dalkeith Primary School will continue to focus on 

providing an excellent program of learning in the best possible facilities for every student in our school.  

Strive for excellence 

Respect and value others 

Inspire creativity and innovation 

Empower global citizenship 

Together we shape the future 

Suzanne Pekin  

Principal  
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SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS 

LITERACY AND NUMERACY | ON-ENTRY | PBS 

EARLY YEARS ENRICHMENT | SAER | JAPANESE | WELLBEING | PE | SCIENCE | ARTS 
 

LITERACY AND NUMERACY 
 

BUSINESS PLAN TARGETS: LITERACY AND NUMERACY 

ENGLISH: 
 

• 90% of stable cohort to make 

moderate or high progress between 

Years 3 and 5 in Writing and Reading 

• Performance in Writing and Reading to 

consistently match or exceed that of 

statistically similar schools in Year 5 

• Maintain or exceed the percentage of 

students in the top two proficiency bands to 

75% or greater 

• Maintain a cohort average of 0.7 Pre-

primary On-Entry Progression Points in 

Reading 

• Maintain a cohort average of 0.1 Pre-

primary On-Entry Progression Points in 

Writing 

NUMERACY: 

 

• 90% of stable cohort to make moderate or 

high progress between Years 3 and 5 

• 75% of female students to achieve 

good or excellent achievement 

• Performance in Numeracy to 

consistently match or to exceed that of 

statistically similar schools in Year 5 

• Maintain or exceed the percentage of 

students in the top two proficiency bands to 

75% or greater 

• Maintain a cohort average of 1.0 Pre-

primary On-Entry Progression Points in 

Numeracy 

 

 

Summary of 2019 NAPLAN Results and 2020 Directions 

 

This year was the first year that Dalkeith Primary School participated in NAPLAN online.  What this meant for 

our students, is that in Year 3 and Year 5, the students completed the NAPLAN test on their iPads with the 

exception of Year 3 Writing, which was still completed using pen and paper style.  NAPLAN online testing is a 

very different format to the traditional style of questioning where every student was presented with the same 

questions and worked their way through the papers.   

 

NAPLAN online has algorithms built into the assessments that makes decisions about when a student needs 

to be ‘bumped up or down’ depending on how many consecutive responses that are getting correct and/or 

incorrect.  The test has therefore become a bit more individualised, allowing students who are getting many 

responses correct to move onto a more challenging pathway.  Similarly, the same thing happens when a 

student is experiencing difficulty with the questions and getting answers incorrect, the test will move them 

onto an easier pathway.  This of course makes interpretation of our final whole school results quite complex 

but very interesting.  Dalkeith Primary School admin staff have spent time attending professional development 

to help us with the analysis and interpretation of our results.  This has proved to be very beneficial as we now 

feel we are in a position to gather some very fine grained information about every child that will help with 

future planning. 
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As a high SEI (socio-economic index) school, our expectations of student achievement and progress are well 

above those of the national average and as such we compare ourselves against ‘like schools’.  Ideally we want 

about 75% of our students to achieve NAPLAN scores in the top two proficiency bands for their year levels.  

Our Business Plan targets reflect these high percentages in Literacy and Numeracy. 

 

Business Plan Targets:  

  
Analysis of our School Business Plan Targets show that 50% of NAPLAN Targets were met in both Literacy and 

Numeracy. Whilst we had more students in year 5 at or below National Minimum Standard that previous years, 

the cohort mean remains on par or above Statistically Similar Schools. This indicates a broad range of results. 

Interrogation of the Reading results indicated that 87% of year 3 students and 71% of year 5 students ranked 

in the top two proficiency bands, an excellent achievement. Although we are yet to meet the target of 75% of 

females to attain good or excellent achievement in year 5 numeracy a focus of Maths Anxiety in 2020 will 

address in particular the female students in the middle and upper years.  

 

NAPLAN Results: 

 
It is important to keep in mind that Dalkeith results are well above the national minimum standard in all subjects 

and in both year levels (3 and 5).  We compare our data to ‘like’ schools and therefore it can appear that we 

are performing poorly in particular subject areas.  This is definitely not the case as our ‘bar’ is very high and the 

analysis of our data is based on our performance against high achieving schools.  We have very few students 

at or below national minimum standard and those that are in those bands are usually those students who are 

experiencing learning difficulties. 

Our Year 3 performance in all areas of Literacy was the same as or above the performance of like schools, 

particularly in Reading.  Analysis of the longitudinal data suggests that the intervention strategies that have 

been put in place by our instructional Literacy coach has had a very positive impact on Literacy data.  The year 

3 student data has moved from well below like schools in 2018 to well above like schools in 2019.  We are also 

seeing a significant rise in achievement in Punctuation and Grammar in both our Year 3 and 5 students.  This 

is very pleasing as we can now see that the downward trend that was very evident over the past few years and 

been arrested.  This indicates that our operational plan in English combined with the impact of instructional 

coaching has had the desired outcomes we were seeking.   

 

Results have been very pleasing in both Year 3 and 5 this year in Numeracy.  We can see an upwards trend in 

overall achievement in both year levels that brings our Year 3 students above like schools and our Year 5 

students right on par with like schools.   We have 77% of our Year 3 students and 57% of our Year 5 students 

in the top two proficiency bands in Numeracy this year.  This is an outstanding result and consistent with 

longitudinal data. 

 

Our students in Pre Primary are given an ’on-entry’ test in Reading, Writing and Maths.  This is conducted at 

the beginning of each school year and is therefore really testing the skills and abilities that they come to us 

with from Kindy.   Our Pre Primary students traditionally do very well on these tests and their performance is a 

very good indicator of future performance in NAPLAN.  This year 98% of our PP students were above 420 

Progression Points, which shows us that they enter Pre Primary with good foundation skills in Literacy and 

Numeracy.  We can also back track to see how our current year 3’s performed in NAPLAN compared to their 

performance when they were PP students.  Progress from Pre Primary to Year 3 for 2019 Year 3 students is very 

pleasing with most of our 3 students (over 90%) making moderate to very high progress in Numeracy and 

Reading.  This shows us that the quality teaching that begins in the very early years in Kindy and Pre Primary 

is continued in Years 1, 2 and 3.   
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The graph above demonstrates the progress from year 3 to 5 (2017 to 2019).  It shows that Dalkeith students 

are positioned in the top right quadrant ‘Higher Progress – Higher Achievement’ for Grammar and Punctuation 

and Numeracy. There has been positive movement across the quadrants over the past 4 years.  In 2015 DPS 

was positioned bottom left, then in 2016 we were in the bottom right quadrant and in 2017, 2018 and 2019 

we are well placed in the top and bottom right quadrants for all subjects.  This tells us that as a school we are 

continually seeking improvement and progressing upwards.  It is also an indicator that the strategies we have 

implemented are having a positive impact on student achievement.   

 

We also have to keep in mind that progress is sometimes not evident as many of our students’ top out in the 

Year 3 and then Year 5 NAPLAN, therefore progress is seen to be moderate.  High progress happens when 

students move from low achievement to high achievement over the space of two years.  As we have many 

students already achieving high results in year 3 and then again in year 5, it appears as though there is no 

progress.  NAPLAN online will address this issue in the future. 

 

Given that we want our students to continue the pattern of high achievement and that we also want to maintain 

the high to very high progress from year 3 to 5, and that we also want to out-perform like schools, we have 

collaborated as a staff to come up with specific strategies that will be put in place next year to ensure we 

maintain excellent achievement and progress in all areas of Literacy and Numeracy.   
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A summary of these strategies are listed below: 

 

2020 Directions – where to from here? 

 
Based on our analysis of school performance data, the teaching staff collaborated to plan a variety of specific 

strategies to implement in 2020 in both Literacy and Numeracy.  As always, a focus on explicit instruction, 

differentiation and making success criteria visible within each classroom and the implementation of a case 

management approach for identified students, will be consistently implemented and reviewed throughout 

2020.   

 

The support structure that was implemented this year will continue in 2020 with a focus on Spelling, Writing, 

Basic Facts and Problem Solving.  Experienced teachers will be working in a support capacity with teaching staff 

to assist them with implementing and embedding our agreed and evidence based Literacy and Numeracy 

strategies.  The only new initiative that will be implemented in 2020 is a Spelling regime endorsed by the 

Department of Education called Letters and Sounds.  The focus in 2020 will be on allowing teachers the time 

to transfer knowledge into practice and provide the support for them to do this successfully. 

 

English: 

 

2019 Achievements: 

 

A whole school Literacy block framework was introduced across all year levels.  The implementation of this 

framework ensured a consistent approach to teaching all the aspects of Literacy across the school, focusing on 

explicitly modelling the writing process and teaching the application of spelling rules, editing skills, punctuation 

and grammar. To support excellence in Literacy teaching an instructional leader role was introduced to mentor 

teachers to implement the Literacy Framework and embed best practice.  We continued our emphasis on a 

‘literature’ focus in reading to expand students’ understanding of authorial devices. This initiative was 

supported with the purchase of Literary Rich Texts across all year levels.  

 

To help engage students in reading for enjoyment and monitor their levels of understanding a Words Read / 

Quizzes Passed Competition was implemented for Year 3-6. Early years oral language skills continued to be a 

focus, on explicit teaching and engaging parents in a best practice workshop. Improving student Writing 

continued to be a whole school focus. Teachers participated in professional learning provided for in school and 

some also attended cross school moderation to confirm judgements of student grades. 

 

Many classes attended the “Scribblers” Writing Festival which was a showcase of both local and international 

authors sharing their wealth of knowledge on the craft of writing. The Dalkeith Young Writers competition 

once again highlighted the exceptional writing talents of our students. Many entries were submitted to outside 

competitions such as Tim Winton and The Grove Library and were deemed ‘highly commended’.  Our Year 5/6 

students again performed well in the UNSW ICAS testing with 9 students being awarded distinctions.  This 

places them in the top 10% of Australia. 

 

2020 Future Directions 

 
A focus on the explicit teaching of the synthetic phonics program Letters and Sounds will begin. All teachers 

and EAs K-3 will attend PL on the program before the commencement of the school year. To further develop 

students spelling and vocabulary, Year 3-6 teachers will embed the revised Dalkeith Spelling Scope and 

Sequence. In response to NAPLAN and Brightpath Writing results, a whole school writing assessment schedule 

will be implemented which tracks student individual and cohort progress and identifies particular areas of need. 

Oral Language skills across the school has been identified as an area of focus with explicit teaching and 

assessments to be a focus throughout the year. All staff will continue to embed the Literacy Framework to 

ensure best practice of English teaching. 
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Mathematics: 

 

2019 Achievements: 

 
DPS teachers continued to implement the strategies suggested by Dr Paul Swan including a set of core 

agreements that outline our beliefs about best practice in teaching in Mathematics.  We continued with our 

whole school approach to Math routines and the use of learning sequences.  A consistent approach to 

Mathematics pedagogy across the school was supported by our school’s instructional framework and regular 

check ins among collaborative teaching teams. Lateral enrichment through application of Mathematical 

concepts in real life problem solving contexts has also been a focus this year. Our whole school approach to 

basic fact recall (tables and mental maths) and problem solving has continued to be implemented by teachers. 

Another successful year of Girl’s Maths Club was achieved as we continued to monitor girl’s engagement and 

progress in the middle years. Promotion of positive role models was showcased at our 2019 Maths Day where 

we had highly accomplished parents from a range of career paths give insight on where mathematics can take 

our students. May Maths Month had our students excited to dive into real life maths challenges every day for 

the month of May.   This year our Year 5/6 students achieved 9 distinctions in the ICAS Maths Competition.  

This places them in the top 10% of Australia. 

 

 2020 Directions: 

 
2020 will see our school continue to embed and improve on many of the successes we have experienced in 

2019. Particularly with our focus on basic facts recall and mathematics as a real life, cross curricular subject. 

Teachers will be given time in their Professional Learning Communities to develop new and engaging ways to 

embed basic facts knowledge with their students. Promotion of positive role models will continue through 

programs and events such Girl’s Maths Club, Maths Day with parent professionals and parent workshops on 

providing a positive home environment for maths learning. We will further refine our process of academic 

extension and how we screen for those students in 2020. 
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NAPLAN Results 
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ON-ENTRY 
 

 

During term one, Pre-primary students are assessed in the areas of Literacy and Numeracy using the On-

entry Assessment Tool. This is a one on one assessment process and provides valuable data on individual 

students as well as the whole cohort. Teachers use this data as a starting point, to plan differentiated student 

programs throughout the year.  

 

In 2019 the Kindy and Pre-primary teachers collaborated to develop oral language and spelling scope and 

sequences, to ensure that there was a seamless flow in our teaching programs from one year level to the 

next. Similarly, the year one and two teachers followed on to develop these same planning documents. As 

an early years team, we recognise that a solid foundation in oral language sets students up for later success 

in reading and writing. To support this focus, we arranged for a speech pathologist from the West Coast 

Language Development Centre to meet with teachers to review our early years data and plan for individual 

student and cohort needs. Following this, a parent information session focussing on oral language and early 

reading skills was provided. 

 

We continue our focus on providing rich, play based opportunities for students to experiment with pre-

writing skills, engage in role play writing, view modelled writing daily and begin to use writing for a purpose. 

These skills are modelled during explicit teaching times and scaffolded through a variety of meaningful play 

opportunities. This has ensured that our students enter Pre-primary readily equipped with the necessary 

skills to begin a more formalised writing program. Our On-entry results in 2019 have shown this to very 

successful. Since 2017 our Kindy teachers have administered the Kindergarten Assessment Tool (KAT) for 

comprehension and phonological awareness.  

 

Our Early Childhood teachers participate in a data analysis session to find strengths and areas for 

improvement in both our Kindergarten and Pre-primary cohorts. This information is used as a starting point 

for teachers planning in both year levels. Early Years education at Dalkeith Primary School continues to be 

of a very high standard. Teachers at our school work to consistently review student achievement data, their 

teaching programs and to reflect and improve on their teaching practices. 

 

 Reading Numeracy 

BP 2018-2020 Target 0.7 1.0 

2017 0.8 1.1 

2018 1.0 1.1 

2019 0.6 1.13 

 
 

In 2019 Dalkeith Primary School met two of the three On-entry Assessment targets. Due to a change in the 

scoring of the Writing assessment the data was not available to make judgement against our target. Other results 

demonstrate that the cohort average in reading and numeracy exceeded our targets. Over the past four years 

we have specifically focused on planning English learning outcomes that incorporate opportunities for students 

to engage in pre-writing skills, role play writing, view modelled writing daily and begin to use writing for a purpose. 

These skills are modelled during explicit teaching times and scaffolded throughout play. This has ensured that 

our students enter Pre-primary readily equipped with the necessary skills to begin a more formalised writing 

program. Our On-entry results in 2019 have shown this to very successful. 
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Teachers administered the Kindergarten Assessment Tool (KAT) in Term 1 2019 and again in Term 4. Our Early 

Childhood teachers participate in a data analysis session to find strengths and weaknesses in both our Kindergarten 

and Pre-primary cohort to plan for improvement in both year levels. 

 

Early Years education at Dalkeith Primary School continues to be a very high standard. Teachers at our school work 

to consistently review student achievement data, their teaching programs and to reflect and improve on their 

teaching practises. 
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PBS 

BUSINESS PLAN TARGETS: THE EXPECTED BEHAVIOURS OF THE POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR MATRIX 

ARE EXPLICITLY TAUGHT IN ALL CLASSROOMS 

 

 

Dalkeith Primary School continues to be a Positive Behaviour School. The three school wide expectations of 

Respect, Responsibility and Resilience are embedded in the school culture.  These expectations are a part of 

the everyday language used by students, staff and the wider community. This year banners displaying our three 

expectations are proudly on display in the undercover area.  

 

To keep the momentum of our fortnightly hooRRRah assemblies fresh the PBS committee, in conjunction with 

input from the PBS student team, instigated changes. The assemblies were moved from Friday mornings to 

Tuesday after lunch. One of the reasons behind the change was to have the presenting and explicitly teaching 

the expected behaviours early in the school week. Whilst the change was successful in presenting the behaviour 

we are yet to meet our Business Plan target of the behaviour expectations explicitly taught in the classroom. 

The PBS committee have included strategies in the 2020 PBS Operational Plan to support the teaching of 

lessons in the classrooms.  

 

Other changes to the hooRRRah assemblies this year have been all students moving straight to the undercover 

area straight after the siren and sitting in their houses, rather than in class groups. This change has built the 

house spirit and has given the House Captains a role in our hooRRRah assemblies. We have continued the 

successful strategy of specialist teachers presenting the Mozza Award to in recognition of exemplary behaviour 

and introduced Baby Mozza in the Early Years, asking classes to watch carefully for other classes demonstrating 

the expected behaviour and passing on Baby Mozza.  

 

We have displayed the playground expectations developed by the students in 2018 in areas around the school. 

This allows staff on duty to point out any expectations in the playground that are not being followed.  

 

We have continued the initiative of a Student PBS and Wellbeing team. This year the team have helped plan 

changes to the hooRRRah assembly, playing with Special Needs students during recess and lunchtimes, 

participation in both the P&C Thank You Assembly and DPS Staff Appreciation Assembly and planning activities 

for all students in term four. Students self-nominate to be a member of this team.   

 

The 2020 PBS Operational Plans include focusing on one of our core expectations for a whole term, ensuring 

communication to the parent community of the expected behaviours, developing a format to store and share 

the hooRRRah assembly visuals, clear communication of the behaviour management system to the parent 

community, development of Individual Behaviour Management Plans in conjunction with parents and students 

and more parent information sessions from the Triple P Parenting Program.  
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EARLY YEARS ENRICHMENT 
 

In 2019 we will see some minor changes to the EYE program. 2018 was a year of consolidation, 2019 will be 

a year of development and change. The focus of all programs across the junior primary will still continue to 

be critical thinking, supported through ‘Philosophy for Kids’ and ‘Habits of the Mind’. We will also explore 

Socratic thinking and link our thoughts together through global ‘ideas’. This will provide opportunities for 

students to really dig deep into their learning and individuals to map their own growth through the 

development of their ideas. The 'idea' will be broad and simple and students will work to make observations 

and links to our world, based on the 'idea'. The first idea for 2019 will be poetry. 

 

 A project based approach will be undertaken this year to link learning to the curriculum and develop the 

richness of content. In 2019 we will link our learning back to the language curriculum. Both broadening across 

and extending up through the curriculum. We will record our growth through digital means, poplets, photos 

and video presentations. Student generated ideas will be carefully recorded during each session and then 

reflected on at the beginning of the next session. Allowing time for ideas to develop and grow from one week 

to the next. Most of our work will be through oral discussions to encourage freedom of thought and creativity. 

 

The selection process has been refined for 2019. We are now making selections through student data, reports, 

teacher judgement and a brief student survey that will focus on critical thinking and student interests. In 

semester 2 we will also look at a multi age grouped class where students have similar interests and abilities. 

 

 
 
 

 

SAER 
 

Students at Educational Risk continue to be a focus at Dalkeith Primary School. In 2019 the school provided 

professional learning for staff in addressing the needs of our Gifted and Talented students and support for 

students who required remediation in early literacy skills.  

 

Professor Chris Brook from Profectus Education worked with teaching staff to develop Socratic Questioning 

skills. 10 teachers and the administration team worked with Chris on an Action Research Project putting the 

Socratic Questioning into practice. The program proved so successful that additional professional learning 

was provided for the rest of the teaching staff. Chris Brook presented a Socratic Questioning Workshop to 

parents in Term Three. 

 

All staff at Dalkeith Primary School participated in Team-teach Training in Term Two on our School 

Development Day. Team-teach is a program that enables good practice, focusing on improving the range 

of interventions and the quality of interactions in order to reduce risk and reliance on restraint and 

restrictions. Recognising risk and developing de-escalation plans to prevent risk was a major focus of the 

day.  

 

Our Education Assistants were involved in planning sessions, transition meetings and were in-serviced on 

the Interim Competency Framework for Education Assistants (Special Needs).   

 

In 2020 the SAER Operational Plan includes a focus on students with Specific Learning Disabilities (Dyslexia, 

ADHD), catering for gifted students, Fundamental Movement Skills for our Students with Special Needs, 

inclusive education practises and the wellbeing of our Education Assistants.  
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LEARNING JAPANESE (AND ENGLISH) 
 

 

 

2019 has been the year of embedding the Year Three WA Curriculum in Japanese and implementing the Year 

Four curriculum. The students have coped well with the extra depth and complexities in the programs delivered. 

Teaching and learning in one hour a week has been problematic and stressful, but almost all students achieved 

a passing grade at reporting times. 

We had two very exciting incursions during the year: 

 Jarrod Hoare brought his bilingual version of comic storytelling to the Year Three to Six students and 

staff 

 Kiyomi Calwell packed up her drums and travelled to Western Australia for a series of Taiko Drumming 

workshops and exhibitions. This program was enjoyed by Years Pre-Primary to Six. 

Mrs Tracey Rayner was responsible for the Languages program in Term 4. The highlight of the term was the 

preparation of the Year Three assembly item ‘The Enormous Turnip’, for the school’s final assembly. This was a 

fitting culmination to a successful year of Japanese teaching and learning. 
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WELLBEING 

BUSINESS PLAN TARGETS: DEMONSTRATE GROWTH IN SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL WELLBEING AS 

MEASURED BY THE ACER SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL WELLBEING SURVEY 
 

 

The DPS Wellbeing Plan is in its second year and a number of strategies from the plan have been successfully 

implemented this year. Character Strengths has been a focus for an Action Research Project this semester 

which has strengthened the profile of Character Strengths, how we can use them personally and within the 

classroom environment. Your character strengths are the qualities that come most naturally to you. Every 

individual possesses all 24 character strengths in different degrees, giving each person a unique character 

profile. When you know your strengths, you can improve your life and thrive. Research reveals that people 

who use their strengths a lot are 18x more likely to be flourishing than those who do not use their strengths.  

 

A mindful movement has begun at DPS with a number of classrooms taking time each day to practise 

mindfulness. According to a meta-analysis of more than 70 studies comparing more than 6,000 school 

aged young people, those who practised mindfulness showed: better emotion and behaviour regulation, 

better academic performance, lower depression and anxiety scores and better social skills. Mindfulness 

will continue to be a part of the Wellbeing Plan and will be a particular focus in Term Three 2020.  

 

Dalkeith Primary School is a part of the Mental Health in Schools program. This year we have utilised some 

of the funding to employ our School Psychologist Erin Dunstan for an extra half a day in Semester Two. We 

have registered ourselves as a Be You school. Be You provides educators with knowledge, resources and 

strategies for helping children and young people achieve their best possible mental health. It provides online 

learning modules for staff and registered community members.   

 

In 2019 the Wellbeing Committee introduced Interruption Free Week. The school has blocked out Week 7 of 

each term in the planner. During this week we are avoiding scheduling assemblies, incursions or excursions 

and meetings wherever possible. This allows teachers and students to focus on the curriculum and timetable. 

Anecdotal feedback from staff has been positive. The initiative will continue in 2020.  

 

The Business Plan target for Wellbeing cannot yet be addressed as it requires information on a biannual cycle. 

All year 2,4 and 6 students have participated in the ACER Social and Emotional Wellbeing Survey. When the 

data from the survey was analysed the committee noted that there were a high number of negative responses 

from the year 6 girl’s cohort. To address this, lunchtime group sessions were held by the School Psychologist 

and Deputy Principal to address any concerns the group had and strategies to deal with any pressures or 

issues that they may face. These sessions were well received by the parents and students. The skills taught in 

these sessions will be introduced across the school in 2020 with the introduction of SDERA’s Challenges and 

Choices program in the area of Resilience and Wellbeing.  This unit of work will be implemented in all 

classrooms in Term One. 

 

We continued the Student Wellbeing and PBS Team. Students in year 5&6 nominate to be involved in the 

team. This year the team have worked with our Special Needs students during break times, were involved in 

the P&C and Staff Thank You Assemblies and ran sessions for students in term four.  

This year our School Psychologist presented a Triple P parenting program workshop. This initiative will 

continue in 2020.  

 

In 2020 each term we will focus on particular aspects of the Wellbeing Plan. The aim is to raise awareness and 

implement strategies for both staff and students. 

 

Term One: Character Strengths 

Term Two: Positive Growth Mindset 

Term Three: Mindfulness 

Term Four: Pillars of Physical Health   
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

BUSINESS PLAN TARGET: ESTABLISH FITNESS AND TRAINING PROGRAMS TO PROVIDE ACCESS 

FOR STUDENTS TO IMPROVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 

 

Fitness Testing 

 

The ‘beep test’ was conducted in terms 1 - 4 for year 3-6 students this year as an effective way to measure 

each individual’s aerobic fitness.  Good aerobic fitness is important for all sports. The students set 

themselves a short term goal as to what level they wanted to achieve for that term and a long term goal for 

the end of the year. Each year level is given a minimum achievement target (see below) that they should be 

able to achieve by the end of the year on their 4th attempt. 

 

Year 3 = Level 3.1   Year 4 = Level 4.1 Year 5 = Level 5.1 Year 6 = Level 6.1   

 

Year Number of 

students 

% of students who 

reached 

achievement 

% of students who 

improved 

3 55 100 100 

4 47 98 98 

5 44 88.5 97.5 

6 43 95 95 

 

The table above shows how well our students performed over the year.  The results are very impressive with 

all years achieving the Business Plan target – particularly in Year 3 where 100% of our students showed an 

improvement in results and reached the minimum requirement. 

 

The following tables show how many hours of activity (sport) and how many sports (in a year) that children 

at Dalkeith PS take part in outside of school. This survey was conducted in term 4 2019. 

 

 

Hours of physical activity per week (outside of school) 

 0 - 2 hours 2 - 4 hours 4 - 6 hours 6 - 8 hours 8+ hours  

Year 3 boy 0 17 4 5 2  

Year 3 girls 7 9 4 1 2  

Year 4 boys 2 4 2 3 1  

Year 4 girls 7 8 1 2 3  

Year 5 boy 4 4 3 2 3  

Year 5 girls 4 4 3 2 3  

Year 6 boys 3 8 3 5 3  

Year 6 girls 1 7 2 3 2  

Year 5 girls 0 1 5 7 2 3 

Year 6 boys 0 2 8 5 2 5 

Year 6 girls 1 2 1 8 0 2 
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Number of sports played outside of school this year 

 0 sports 1 sport 2 sports 3 sports 4 sports 5+ sports 

Year 3 boy 0 6 10 8 4 1 

Year 3 girls 0 2 8 5 6 1 

Year 4 boys 2 0 2 5 1 3 

Year 4 girls 0 4 4 6 3 4 

Year 5 boy 0 2 3 5 2 4 

Year 5 girls 0 1 5 7 2 3 

Year 6 boys 0 2 8 5 2 5 

Year 6 girls 1 2 1 8 0 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other Sporting Activities 

 
In 2019 Dalkeith Primary School participated in many events and activities. Highlights for 2019 include: 

 

 Court won the Inter House swimming carnival in term 1 

 

 Banksia won the Inter House athletics carnival in term 3. 

 

 Interschool Swimming Carnival in term 1 – 2nd Place in Division B 

 

 Participated in the Interschool Cross Country held at Jolimont Primary school in term 2  - 2nd Place 

in Division B 

 

 Interschool Athletics carnival in term 3– 1st place in Division B 

 

 Lunch time swimming training year 3-6  

 

 Lunch time athletics training for year 3-6 interschool team game squads 

 

 Cross country training before school years 3-6 

 

 Netball, water polo (year 1 and 2) basketball coaching by parents before school 

 

 Inter House Cross Country competition at Cruikshank Oval for years 3-6 

 

 Pre-primary to year 6 students took part in dance classes with Humphries Dance School and then 

each class performed for their parents at the end of the year 
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 Year 5 and 6 Interschool Winter Sports competition every second Friday (AFL, soccer, netball, 

hockey) against 4 other schools in term 2 

 

 Year 5 and 6 students participated in ‘Winter Sports Interschool Lightning Carnival’ in term 2 

 

 Year 1 and 2 took part in Flippa ball training activities run by Simon Nimmo (parent) terms 1 and 

4 

 

 Several sports incursions: tennis, gymnastics, cricket and basketball clinics held at school both 

after and in school hours. 
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DISCOVERING THE WORLD THROUGH SCIENCE 

BUSINESS PLAN TARGETS: 40% OF THE YEAR 3-6 STABLE COHORT TO ACHIEVE IN TOP 2 

STANINES OF THE PAT SCIENCE TEST 

 
Dalkeith Primary School offers a Science Specialist program across all year levels. Our Science program is based 

on the Western Australian curriculum and is enriched by a ‘hands on’, inquiry approach. Our Science results in 

the PAT testing, ICAS competition and NATA young Scientist of the year award certainly reflect the wonderful 

learning that takes place.   

 

PAT Testing 

 

Our Business plan goal for PAT Testing is: 

 

40% of the Year 3-6 stable cohort to achieve in the top 2 stanines of the PAT science test. 

 

Our results for 2019 are as follows: 

 

Year  % of students in Stanines 8 and 9 

3 35 

4 33 

5 33 

6 20 

 

Results explained: 

As evident in the table above, our year 3-5 performed exceptionally well in the PAT testing. 

In year 3, to be in stanine 8 or 9, a student needs to achieve a score of 19 or higher out of a possible 20. 35% 

of our students achieved this. 

In year 4, to be in stanine 8 or 9 score, a student needs to achieve a score of 18 or higher out of 20. 33% of our 

students achieved this. 

In year 5 and 6, to be in stanine 8 or 9 score, a student needs to achieve a score of 19 or higher out of 22. 33% 

of year 5s and 20% of year 6s achieved this. 

 

ICAS 

  

Each year, all of our year 3-6 students participate in the International Competitions and Assessments for 

Schools (ICAS) Science Paper.  

This year Dalkeith Primary school students achieved highly, earning: 

 

2 High Distinctions (top 1% of Australia) 

15 Distinctions (top 10% of Australia) 

41 Credits (top 25% of Australia) 

 

 

NATA Young Scientists’ Competition 

 

All year 5 students from room 11 designed, conducted and presented their own experiments. These 

experiments were entered in the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) Young Scientists of the 

year awards. Two students, Oberoi and Phillip were finalists and won a $50 book voucher for their experiment, 

Troublesome Teeth. This is the first year students from Dalkeith PS entered this competition and it was a 

fantastic achievement for Oberoi and Phillip to be recognised as finalists. 
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THE ARTS IN ACTION AT   DALKEITH 
 

The students at Dalkeith Primary School enjoy a rich and varied Arts program. With both Music and Visual Art 

specialist teachers, the students have access to many opportunities to explore and extend their creativity and 

develop their skills. 

 

Community Integration (Alfred Carson nursing home visit) 

 

The partnership with the Alfred Carsons Aged Care Facility and Dalkeith Primary School was continued through 

2019. The Music and Art programs of DPS combined to once again develop a meaningful visit to the residents. 

The year five students sang a range of songs and then drew portraits of the residents and showed them apps 

on their IPads. The visit was greatly appreciated by both the residents and the year five students.  

 

The Music Program: 

 

Performances 

 

A key focus of the music program at Dalkeith Primary School is providing numerous performance opportunities 

for all students. In 2019, students were involved in the following internal and external performances: 

 

 WAGSMS Make Music Concert Series held at the Crown Theatre 

 Telethon Live 

 Children Sing Festival 

 Nedlands Citizenship Ceremony x2 

 Alfred Carsons Aged Care Facility Performance 

 ABODA Junior Orchestra Performance 

 Celebrating Success Instrumental Concert 

 ANZAC Ceremony  
 Japanese Assembly 

 Graduation 

 C3 Carols Service 

 Saint Lawrence Nativity 

 Shenton College Carols Night 

 

Telethon Concert 

 

An extension choir was provided for 70 motivated year 4-6 students who committed to and attended rehearsals 

before school. A highlight for Extension Choir members was the special performance at the Telethon live 

weekend. Prior to their live televised performance, choir members also filmed and featured in a special video 

produced by Sadie Purser that featured many Western Australian identities and captured the spirit of Telethon. 

This video was played throughout the Telethon weekend. 
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Nedlands Citizenship Ceremony 

 
In 2019 Dalkeith Primary School was invited to perform in the Nedlands Citizenship Ceremony. The choir 

performed a moving rendition of ‘I am Australian’ that received outstanding feedback from the audience. 

Building on the success of their performance the choir was invited to perform in an additional Citizenship 

Ceremony for the City of Nedlands. 

 

Instrumental Music 

 
Selected students received instrumental lessons in violin, viola, cello, flute, trumpet, trombone and double bass. 

Students who played the violin, viola, cello and double bass were members of the DPS Orchestra and 

performed at the ABODA Junior Orchestra Festival achieving an Excellent Grade. An Instrumental Concert was 

held to celebrate the success of the instrumental program. 

 

 

The Visual Art Program: 

 

Environmental Awareness (HASS) 

 

In 2019 the Visual Arts program at Dalkeith Primary School continued to consolidate the integration between 

the Hass curriculum and the Visual Art curriculum. This was done through the design and painting of the mural 

near the HASS kitchen garden. The design was the work of students and teachers to create a wall mural that 

would represent a kitchen garden. The students spent time outside classroom hours, along with teachers to 

complete the final product. The outcome had many mentions by the school and wider community of how 

successful the art work was and how it represented a great collaboration between the different curriculums. 

 

Bald Archies 

 
One of the big events for the visual art calendar was the ‘Bald Archies’ fundraiser. In a joint effort by the students 

and the P&C, all students from kindergarten to year six drew and painted a self portrait on a canvas using a 

variety of materials and technologies. The students spent substantial time designing and creating the portraits. 

Parents were given the option of purchasing their child’s portrait which was on display at the Bald Archies 

event.    

 

Gallereith 

 
Student contributions to the Gallareith Instagram site successfully continued in 2019. Parent and community 

members follow the social media page and enjoy having access to a range of student artwork. 
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EXCELLENCE  IN  TEACHING  AND  LEADING 

ICT | STEM | HASS | LEADERSHIP 

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 

TECHNOLOGY 
 

 

The 1:1 BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) program at DPS is now embedded into the learning of all Year 3-6 

classrooms as teachers respond to the mandate in the Australian Curriculum that states that students will, 

“learn to use ICT effectively and appropriately to access, create and communicate information and ideas, solve 

problems and work collaboratively in all learning areas at school and in their lives beyond school.” Our teachers 

have excelled in responding to this mandate and DPS is seen to be a lead school in this area. We had several 

schools come and visit our classrooms throughout the year to see the use of how ICT can be embedded to 

redefine classroom tasks including Woodlands Primary School. Our two ICT coaches, Ms Brylie Sanders and Mr 

Aaron Boules alongside Mrs Sarah McCormick, Deputy Principal also were invited to deliver an after school 

professional learning session to the staff at Woodlands PS.  

 

The Digital Leaders Program saw a new group of recruits in 2019. This was coordinated by Mr Boules. This 

program invites students to win a position as a leader that involves commitment in weekly training, showcasing 

ICT in our school during school visits and assisting teachers in the classroom. In Term 4 the leaders worked 

through a 10-week prescribed course that upskilled them in a variety of areas that included a visit to the Apple 

Store in the city where they learned about digital storytelling through the use of Sphero’s. 

In 2019 the BYOD program commenced the use of ZuluDesk for mobile device management for the year 3 

class. This allowed the school to monitor security and the flexibility to add the apps for students as needed. It 

provided teachers access to ZuluTeacher and Apple Classroom which enables a full suite of classroom 

management tools. It also provided parents with access to the ZuluParent app for cyber security and 

monitoring at home for student devices. This will continue for year 3 students in 2020. 

 

iPad use has continued to allow students to engage in challenging and creative activities such as using iPad 

apps for digital storytelling, reflective thinking and STEM challenges. The use of technologies in this way has 

allowed students to develop higher order thinking and develop skills in how to think critically and creatively to 

solve complex problems. NAPLAN Online was undertaken for the first time at DPS without any issues. Our 

students adapted to the online testing environment with ease. 

 

There were a number of highlights throughout the year for the 1:1 iPad Program:  

 

 95% take up in parent funded 1:1 iPad classrooms 

 Teachers continued to collaboratively create personalised iTunes U courses for students aligned with 

the Western Australian Curriculum  

 ICT coaches provided 50 hours of in class coaching and PL throughout the year for teachers 

 NAPLAN Online was undertaken seamlessly and without issue  

 Introduction of Virtual Reality Headsets for learning provocation and subject immersion 

 The school P&C hosted a cyber safety session for parents by Dr Kristy Goodwin 

 New MDM system for year 3 iPad management through use of Zulu Desk  
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND 

MATHS (STEM) 
 

STEAM in Classrooms 

 

In Semester 1 all classes successfully participated in a whole school STEAM project. The project, which was 

based on the Dalkeith Design Thinking Wheel, focused on the question ‘Does Dalkeith Primary School have a 

waste problem?’. Both the digital and design technologies curriculum were included in the project. A special 

STEAM assembly was held for students from pre-primary to year 6 to work together to brainstorm ways to 

solve the waste problem at DPS. Each class then designed a re-useable bag for collecting rubbish on the clean-

up day. The HASS and ART curriculums were integrated throughout the program and students participated in 

a poster competition to advertise the Dalkeith clean-up day. This was a great whole school project that 

facilitated all students working together to address a recognised issue for our community. 

 

STEM Enrichment Classes 

 

STEM Years 2-6 

 
Due to the Professional Learning provided by Professor Chris Brook throughout the year with the staff, STEM 

enrichment classes in 2019 focused on the wholistic academic achievement of gifted and talented students. 

Selected students from years 2-6 engaged in one extended project based on the United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals. Students chose a goal that reflected their passions for helping the world around them and 

designed and put into action their solutions. Various community members were brought in to mentor the 

students throughout this process including a journalist, graphic designer and entrepreneurial business owner. 

The creativity and initiative demonstrated by students was outstanding.  

 

The projects included: 

 

Goal 5 – Gender Equality: Two female students wrote a book promoting women’s empowerment that included 

twenty mum’s from the DPS parent community and sold it to raise funds for the Esther Foundation.  

 

Goal 4 – Quality Education: two students made educational videos for students in third world countries to assist 

in providing all students access to education. 

 

Goal 4 and 10: Two students wrote a newspaper to raise funds for the Bali Sister School to support students 

who cannot access education (Quality Education). One student adds a column on disability issues to address 

goal 10 (Reduced Inequality).  

 

Goal 1 – No Poverty: creating a business to raise funds to assist organisations in Third World Countries to end 

poverty. Student sold home baked goods on the verandah for 6 months every Tuesday. 

 

Goal 14 – Life Below Water: making a net out of recycled elastic bands to stop waste going into the drains. 

Three students ran a whole school competition to collect elastic bands and collect enough to make a prototype. 

 

Goal 1 – No Poverty: Three students ran a jacket drive for the homeless. 
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STEM Early Years 

 

Extra Curricula STEM 

 

Ms Nadine Jackson and Mr Aaron Boules provided a coding club for interested year 3-6 students. Coding club 

focused on the digital technologies curriculum which included a focus on the online coding program Scratch, 

which use the coding language of Blockly to represent code. Students initially learnt the various functions of 

coding through explicit teaching and coding cards and have then gone on to code and develop their own 

unique game or program. A big thank you to Courtney Sutherland who came in and ran an unplugged session 

with the students where they learnt how binary works and looked at parts of a computer chipset. 

 

Classroom STEM Projects 

 
In the second semester of 2019 each individual teacher designed and implemented a STEM project for their 

students based on the DPS Design Thinking Wheel and student interest. This included the assessment of the 

Design Technologies curriculum. 

 

The following were the year level projects for Semester 2, 2019: 

 

Kindy: Research, design and build a water transporting device to align with the discussion on how water is 

stored and transported to houses and schools. 

 

PrePrimary: Research, design and build a bridge for animals to cross to the other side based on the book, “Are 

We There Yet?” 

 

Year 1: Research, design and build a windmill as inventors based on the book, “The Boy Who Harnessed the 

Wind.” 

 

Year 2: Research, design and build a trailer for the Little Red Hen to assist her in her baking based on the book, 

“The Little Red Hen.” 

 

Year 3: Research, design and build a tower based on the book, “The Three Little Pigs: An Architectural Tale.” 

 

Year 4: Research, design and build a primary school playground based on a set of negotiated design principles 

and to align with the whole school focus on innovative classroom design. 

 

Year 5: Research, design and build an educational board game for their junior buddies 

 

Year 5/6: Research, design and build a playscape structure for their junior buddies out of wood and natural 

materials. 
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HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

BUSINESS PLAN MILESTONES: 

• Provide authentic and integrated learning experiences based on HASS content 

• Implement the DPS Design Thinking Wheel as a process of inquiry based learning across all learning 

areas 

• Engage students in authentic learning experiences that encourage creative and critical thinking 

with a focus on environmental sustainability 

 

At Dalkeith Primary school, 2019 proved the year that Humanities and Social Sciences was meaningfully 

integrated into literacy and numeracy whilst using the technologies curriculum and the STEM principles.  

 

Another area that was embedded was the HASS skills and processes. This was facilitated through the use of 

the Dalkeith Thinking Wheel.  The DPS Thinking Wheel was used throughout the school to answer 

overarching questions that formed common assessment tasks in like year groups. These overarching 

questions generated excitement throughout the students who were then expected to research and present 

their findings on the curriculum areas. This provided the students with the agency and excitement required 

to inspire deep levels of discussion and innovation. This will be continued in 2020 with a show case of the 

student’s work. 

 

The Dalkeith Kitchen garden thrived under the loving care of the 

students and Mrs Karen Pollard. The kitchen garden grew hearty 

vegetables that were then used to make soup and was sold 

throughout the school during winter. This was a huge hit and 

raised $130 and this will go back into the garden for 2020. Mrs 

Pollard and Mrs Tesser designed a mural for the kitchen garden 

and this will be finished by the end of the year. This is a great way 

to celebrate Mrs Tesser’s time at DPS before her retirement at the 

end of 2019. There are more wall designs in the plans which will 

become a whole school project directed by Mrs Fiel. 

   

 

The HASS and Places and Spaces committees have grand 

plans for the outdoor space around the kitchen garden. It is 

the hope that a waste wise grant will facilitate these plans 

which comprise of a fitted and installed outdoor kitchen and 

wood fire pizza oven. 

 

We continued to worm farm this year which has proven to be 

more successful but will be moving to composting in 2020. 

We are hoping to secure the compost bins through the 

Nedlands City Council but yet to had this approved. Additionally, we have been canvassing the council to 

set Dalkeith Primary School up as a recycling depot but this process is stalled.  

 

This year we had a rotational day of learning on ANZAC Day, the 105th anniversary of the day. The students 

had an opportunity to learn from other teaching staff. The upper school, year 6 students wrote speeches on 

the spirit of the ANZAC’s, two of which were chosen to deliver at for our annual service. Both were very 

moving and delivered a poignant message about resilience and mateship during extreme hardship. 

2020 is an Olympic year so the HASS committee hopes to come together with the PBS and Physical Education 

teams to celebrate harmony and comradery through competitive and activities during the two-week 

Olympics.  
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STUDENT LEADERSHIP 
 

 

 

Into its fourth consecutive year, the DPS Leadership 

Award was successfully implemented. This award aimed 

to assist our Year 6 students in their development of 

effective leadership skills, personal responsibility and 

community awareness. It was based on achievement in 

the categories of Self Challenge, School Leadership and 

Community Involvement. As an extra curricula initiative, 

students participated in a range of activities on a 

voluntary basis, including environmental clean ups, tree 

planting, fundraising stalls, community events and school 

based leadership roles. They also completed a variety of 

physical and academic challenges. 

 

In response to feedback provided by participants and 

families in 2018, the Leadership Award criteria for 2019 

was revamped and modified, making it more streamlined 

and self guided for students. Whilst completing their 

Leadership Award, students were encouraged to set 

realistic goals and manage and monitor their completion 

of tasks. Under the supervision of teachers and external 

supervisors, achievement of each category was 

demonstrated through a series of logbook entries and 

evidence journaling. On several occasions throughout the 

year, students conferenced with mentor teachers to gauge 

their ongoing achievement and to set new directions.  

 

In 2019, 5 Year 6 students successfully completed their 

Leadership Award and were formally acknowledged at 

their graduation ceremony. They each received an 

engraved medallion and their efforts were celebrated at a 

special VIP luncheon on the school verandah.  

 

To gauge the success of the program, interviews and 

meetings were conducted with parents and students to ascertain the effectiveness of the program, and to 

guide modifications for the 2020 Leadership Award.  
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COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS 

SCHOOL BOARD | P&C | INCURSIONS/EXCURSIONS  
 

SCHOOL BOARD CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 
 

 

The school flagged 2019 as a year of embeddedness, a time to reflect and develop rather than start anew. This 

has in turn allowed the Board a period of reflection and development without the distraction of large scale 

decision making. This year the board farewelled long standing teacher representative Lisa Ianello and 

welcomed Brylie Sanders as our newly elected member. We thank Lisa for her dedication throughout her six 

years on the board and welcome Brylie. Jo Donaldson was elected into a 3 year parent representative position. 

 

Annual board evaluation again highlighted a lack of understanding as to the role of a board that is not truly 

operational and yet not entirely advisory. In response to this we offered members the chance to attend 

Education Department board training.  We now have a clear understanding of the role of an IPS board and 

where it fits in supporting the leadership team at Dalkeith. Whilst one or two changes need to be made, by 

and large we are already appropriately exercising our responsibilities in understanding, informing and making 

decisions relating to the governance of our school. Moving forward we hope to further develop our 

effectiveness and efficiency and will continue to reflect on the best way to support Sue Pekin and the executive 

team.  

 

We have adjusted our Terms of Reference to align with department guidelines, in particular with regards the 

position of P&C representative. In the past the P&C have nominated a member as P&C representative and the 

board have accepted this nomination based on resolution of the board rather than election. This is contrary to 

official guidelines and as such the position has been removed from The Terms of Reference. The relationship 

between board, P&C and staff is highly valued at DPS and we will continue to have strong communication and 

continuity between these bodies despite the change. 

 

Student dress code is scheduled to be reviewed by the board in 2020 and leading up to this we have begun to 

review our school logo. After analysis of results and comments received from a parent and staff survey, the 

board resolved to explore the development of a new school logo. We are indebted to a DPS parent who has 

offered her time and expertise to work with us to create a crest with a more modern feel but that still reflects 

our 80 year history.  We look forward to sharing our progress on this matter and will ask for further community 

feedback in due course. 

 

 I would like to take this opportunity to formally thank Sue Pekin and her staff for their continued dedication 

to Dalkeith Primary School. They approach every task with a commitment and enthusiasm second to none and 

we are lucky indeed to have such an incredible school in our community. The targets set in our business plan 

are stretch targets and yet the school meets or exceeds many of these. Those not met are thoroughly analysed 

and used as a learning tool which allows an already impressive system to grow and improve. As such Dalkeith 

Primary will continue to offer an education that allows our students to achieve results that reflect the very best 

of their ability.  

  

Thanks also to our board members for their time and input this year. In particular, I would like to thank our 

community representatives who are so very generous with their time without necessarily having a direct link 

to the school. Their voice is vital in giving our board a balanced outlook and a link back to the broader 

community. 

 

I look forward to our continued growth in 2020. 

 

Thirza Feutrill - Board Chair 
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P&C PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 

 

 

2019 was a successful year for the P&C at Dalkeith Primary School. We had very few changes in the executive 

committee which ensured a smooth start to the year. We began the year with a slightly lower reserve in the 

bank ($54,730) due to the large donations to the school in 2018 for the work to the pool.  

 

The Voluntary contributions to the P&C were sitting at around 89% at the time of writing this report. We are 

very fortunate at DPS to have such a high number of families that commit to donate this money to our school. 

This money is directed towards the Principals’ Grant for the school which is generally for IT leases and 

curriculum equipment as requested by the teachers.  

 

Our two major parent events were the Bald Archies and the 90s trivia night. Both were successful, however 

attendance at the Bald Archies was lower than expected which resulted in a slightly lower fundraising total. The 

weather on the night was also very, very wet which kept some people away. We did manage to get quite a lot 

of donations to the Building Fund on the night though.  

 

DPS was again a polling place for the election, and we raised over $8000 through a cake stall, flower and plant 

stall, sausage sizzle and second hand stall. Along with the Family Disco, cake stalls at the carnivals, Kindy picnic, 

Mothers and Fathers day events and other small events, we raised close $50,000 all up with our fundraising 

efforts for the year. A massive thank you too all of the parents in the school. None of these events are possible 

without our army of helpers.  

 

The Uniform shop has run very smoothly again this year. Thanks to Libby Johnson, Emily Davasher and Kate 

Bailey for all their work in ordering, stocktaking and selling. This brings in valuable money for the P&C and 

school. We are looking forward to upgrading the storage and shop front in the very near future! 

 

The Kindy sub-committee has had another great year, and the focus on building community has been amazing 

to watch. Thank you to Kate West and all the Kindy volunteers – you have made it a wonderful start to all the 

new families to Dalkeith Primary and you have left the Kindy looking better than ever. 

 

In 2020 the P&C will go through many new changes, with a large number of our executive members stepping 

down at the end of 2019. There are many big projects on the horizon and we look forward to assisting the new 

committee members in their fundraising efforts! 
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LEARNING OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM 
 

 

Each year Dalkeith Primary School staff organise a range of amazing activities for our students to take part in that 

really enhance the curriculum and provide essential life skills. In addition to our Year 5 camp to Rottnest, the 

Year 6 students travelled to Sydney and Canberra for their camp.  The various incursions and excursions are 

all planned carefully to link with the Western Australian Curriculum. 

 

Incursions and Excursions 

 

Throughout 2019 there were a variety of incursions and excursions. These were chosen not only to enhance 

student learning by relating directly to the curriculum focus in class and specialist learning programs, but also 

to broaden their essential life skills and knowledge of the wider community. 

 

Some of our incursions  included, SciTech, Remida, The City of Nedlands Waste Awareness, Firefighters, 

Constable Care and a visit from The Life Ed Van for K-2. Excursions included Young Leaders Day, 

Cleaning Up the Swan, Scribblers Fest, Barking Gekko Theatre, Fremantle Prison & Maritime Museum, Andy 

Griffiths, Caverham Wildlife Park, Scitech, Constable Care Safety School and a trip to the Apple Store for the 

digital leaders. 

 

The theme for Book Week 2019 was “Reading is my Secret Power”. What a wonderful week of Dalkeith Book 

Week celebrations. The week started with a colourful spectacular parade of superpower capes inspired by the 

wide world of literature. It was fantastic to see the wonderful creativity and effort that our students put into 

their cape designs. We were fortunate to have two special guests James Foley—Author/Illustrator and Marion 

Barnes Poetry join us during the week. Marion Barnes dabbled in the wonderful world of poetry, with students 

being immersed in an anthology of poems then selecting and having a go at creating a poem of their own. 

  

James Foley Author/Illustrator took us on a journey of his life-

long love of literature beginning as an early writer and 

illustrator to where he is today an awarded and highly 

accomplished Illustrator of children’s books.  His humorous 

presentation had us all entertained on the edge of our seats.   

The staff were then treated to an after school presentation by 

James with an insightful look into the literacy of picture books. 

This session sparked much inspiration and creative ideas which 

will be used in the classrooms. 

  

Year 5 Rottnest Camp 

 

This year the Year 5 students had their camp to Rottnest. Camp will go down as one of the most memorable, 

action packed weeks. The students engaged in a fulfilling week of adventure, teamwork and challenge, as well as 

learning about the history, flora and fauna of Rottnest Island. A wide range of activities were offered including 

surfing, snorkelling, adventure foot races, bike riding, night time adventures, foxholes, twilight and lighthouse 

guides, orienteering, movie nights, mini golfing, trampolining, triathlons, kayaking and many more challenging 

activities requiring physical and mental perseverance.  The students, staff and volunteer helpers had a wonderful 

time. 
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Year 6 to Sydney and Canberra 

 

2019 was the first year that the Year 6 students went to Sydney and Canberra for their camp. After landing in 

Sydney the group of 40 students and 4 adults headed to Taronga Zoo to start the week that was full of 

adventures, fun and learning. After an overnight stop in Sydney which included visiting the Opera House, the 

Harbour Bridge, the Botanical Gardens and the Sydney Tower the group headed to Canberra. Here we visited 

Parliament House, Australian Institute of Sport, the National Gallery, the Museum of Australia, High Court of 

Australia, Questacon and The Australasian War Memorial where our School Captains laid a wreath. On 

Wednesday of camp we drove through the Snowy Mountains, where we learnt about the Snowy River Hydro-

Electric System. We went to Thredbo and up the Kosciuszko chair lift where we played in the first snow of the 

season. Whilst we arrived home exhausted late Friday night the week was full adventures that we will always 

remember. 

 

 

  



 

OTHER RELEVANT SCHOOL DATA 
 

ENROLMENTS | DESTINATION SCHOOLS | ATTENDANCE 
 

ENROLMENTS 
 

 

Enrolment Trends 

As at Semester 2 2019 there were 368 students enrolled at Dalkeith Primary School. This is a very similar number 

to previous year. This included 42 part time Kindergarten students. Most classes were within recommended 

number limits, with the exception of Year 2 and all other classes were very close to or at capacity. 42 Year 6 

students graduated from Year 6 at the end of 2019 and mainly enrolled in destination schools such as Christ 

Church Grammar, PLC and Scotch College, however there has been a significant move to local public schools 

at Shenton College and Perth Modern as destination schools for our exiting year 6 students. 

Forecast 

Dalkeith has developed a solid reputation as a school of choice in the western suburbs. Many out of area 

requests for enrolments were received. Out of area enrolments were only accepted into year levels that had 

capacity for additional numbers without exceeding class limits. 37 of our Kindergarten enrolments were 

accepted as Pre-Primary students for the following year. It is anticipated that ‘in-area’ enrolments will continue 

to decrease in 2020 we believe due to the changing demographic of the local area. This pattern is likely to 

continue over the next couple of years, however out of area applications continues to rise.  

 

DESTINATION SCHOOLS 
 

 

 

Destination Schools 2020

Christ Church Grammar School
(Claremont)
Iona Presentation College (Mosman
Park)
Mercedes College (Perth)

Methodist Ladies' College
(Claremont)
Other Sources

Perth Modern School (Subiaco)

Presbyterian Ladies Coll (Peppermint
Gr)
Scotch College (Swanbourne)

Shenton College (Shenton Park)

St Hilda's Anglican School (Mosman
Park)



 

 

ATTENDANCE 

BUSINESS PLAN TARGET: MAINTAIN HIGH LEVELS OF ATTENDANCE (AT 95% AND ABOVE) 

 
Attendance percentages at Dalkeith Primary School are generally very high (see the graph below), however 

we continue our focus on attendance by setting a target in our current business plan to maintain this high 

percentage level of attendance. Vacation leave during the school term remains as an issue for our school. 

Processes that include a formal letter from the principal to approve vacation leave were continued this year, 

and that formal communication has impacted on the data positively (see the table below). 

The school continues to work on raising parent awareness of the impact of removing students during the 

school term. 

As can be seen in the table below, the percentage of vacation leave taken during school term decreased in 

Semester 1 and semester 2 this year compared to the same time in 2019. 

 

 

 

 2018 2019 

Semester One 15% 11% 

Semester Two 15% 15% 

Total 30% 26% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

FINANCE 

ANNUAL ONE-LINE BUDGET AND CAPITAL WORKS REPORT 

 

School Budget 

 

In 2019, the Student Centered Funding Model (SCFM) provided a base allocation of $3,362,419.06.  

This reflects funding for 368 students at Census, broken down as follows: 

 

Per Student Funding 

Kindergarten  40 students $191,920.00 

Pre-Primary  37 students $304,288.08 

Year 1  51 students $419,424.10 

Year 2  50 students $411,200.10 

Year 3  55 students $452,320.11 

Year 4  47 students $322,091.00 

Year 5  45 students $308,385.00 

Year 6  43 students $294,679.00 

Total 368 students               $2,704,307.39 

 

Student Characteristics 

Disability/English As An Additional Language or Dialect, etc    $   498,653.72 

 

Targeted Initiatives and Operational Response Allocations (TIORA’s) 

Additional Department of Education Funding to support various programs 

(eg; Mental Health, Minor Works, Digital Technologies, Sporting Schools, etc)  $   159,457.95   

 

TOTAL STUDENT CENTRED FUNDING      $3,362,419.06 

  

The advantage of SCFM continues to allow schools a flexible approach in making evidence-based decisions 

with regards to the allocation of funds between Staffing and Cash budgets. The school Cash budget, used 

for the day to day running of the school, is reflected in the tables as: “Revenues for Cash and Salaries” and 

“Expenditure for Cash and Salaries” along with balance accounts which comprise the school asset 

replacement reserves, school building fund (Deductible Gift Recipient Funds) and payments in advance 

(Suspense Accounts), shown as the “Cash Position”.  To summarise, at the end of 2019 calendar year, our 

total Cash Position was $214,225.51. 

 

The ability of the school to be able to plan and subsequently move funds from one component of the budget 

to another, is one of the great flexibilities made possible by the IPS one-line budgeting process. We 

commenced the 2019 school year with a surplus in salaries of almost $100,000, and this combined with a 

further $80,000 was transferred over to our cash and contingencies budget.  The need for these transactions, 

was predominantly due to final costs associated with the pool refurbishment program, still outstanding from 

2018 - (see Capital Works for further information). 

 

The amount the school received in funds from parent/caregiver payment of student contributions and 

charges and the schools’ Parent and Citizens group for 2019 amounted to $409,156. We would therefore, 

like to extend a huge thank you to our community for your payments and contributions, which continue to 

enable Dalkeith to offer and sustain a wide range of educational programs. 

  



 

Capital Works 

 

Final payments for the Pool Refurbishment were made in August 2019 and exceeded forecast expenditure by 

$60,000.   This amount was deducted from the school Reserve Budget of $183,340.51 to cover the shortfall.  

Monetary fund transfer for this value will come from our term deposit that matures in March 2020.  

 

We also received additional funding of $52,000 from the Department, specific to their High Priority 

Maintenance and Minor Works Program.  A portion of the funds were utilised to upgrade our Pre-Primary 

Nature Playground area in 2019 (just over $20,000).  The remainder of expenditure will be used to sand and 

re-stain the entire veranda, with the ceiling and balustrades all sanded and re-painted over the Term 1, 2020 

Vacation Period. 

 

Finally, Department of Health approval for the upgrade of pool change rooms and relocation of the school 

uniform shop has been granted.  Costings are yet to be confirmed with final approval from City of Nedlands 

then expected to take up to 4 months.  With this in mind, these works will be completed during the Term 4, 

2020 vacation period. 

 

Summary 

 

Dalkeith Primary School remains the school of choice for the local community and our focus to offer diverse 

and innovative educational programs, resources and activities, continues.  We are constantly looking at ways 

to sustain and advance our teaching and learning opportunities to complement these ventures.  Financial 

accountability is closely monitored by Executive and Finance Committees to ensure we are compliant and meet 

our mandatory obligations, which was evidenced in 2019 by passing our DOE Financial Compliance Review. 

 



 

 

1 21,666.00$                    20,395.40$                    

2 230,790.00$                  197,169.35$                  

3 11,500.00$                    7,045.48$                       

4 111,992.00$                  111,626.10$                  

5 -$                                 -$                                 

6 1,111.00$                       1,110.52$                       

7 -$                                 -$                                 

8 36,830.00$                    10,577.10$                    

9 61,232.00$                    61,232.00$                    

10 -$                                 -$                                 

11 Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                 -$                                 

12 -$                                 -$                                 

475,121.00$                  409,155.95$                  

146,252.00$                  146,252.22$                  

Student Centred Funding 239,000.00$                  239,000.00$                  

860,373.00$                  794,408.17$                  

3,220,693.00$              3,211,730.00$              

4,081,066.00$              4,006,138.17$              

Locally Raised Funds336,236.33$     

Student Centred Funding239,000.00$     

Other Govt Grants1,110.52$         

Other  10,577.10$       

Transfers from Reserves61,232.00$       

648,155.95$     

1 30,032.00$                    24,117.32$                    

2 30,000.00$                    41,594.08$                    

3 339,624.00$                  338,768.72$                  

4 35,810.00$                    71,829.02$                    

5 261,420.00$                  243,316.99$                  

6 13,135.00$                    17,151.77$                    

7 -$                                 -$                                 

8 2,505.00$                       653.14$                          

9 2,200.00$                       3,848.98$                       

10 -$                                 -$                                 

11 -$                                 -$                                 

12 Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                 -$                                 

13 Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                 -$                                 

14 Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only) -$                                 -$                                 

714,726.00$                  741,280.02$                  

3,220,693.00$              3,211,730.00$              

3,935,419.00$              3,953,010.02$              

145,647.00$                  53,128.15$                    

Bank Balance 214,225.51$                                 
Made up of: -$                                                

1 General Fund Balance 53,128.15$                                   
2 Deductible Gift Funds 46,479.35$                                   
3 Trust Funds -$                                                
4 Asset Replacement Reserves 123,340.51$                                 
5 Suspense Accounts 2,547.50-$                                     
6 Cash Advances -$                                                
7 Tax Position 6,175.00-$                                     

214,225.51$                                 

Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools

Dalkeith Primary School
Financial Summary as at

Actual

31 December 2019

Other Revenues

Commonwealth Govt Revenues

BudgetRevenue - Cash & Salary Allocation

Voluntary Contributions

Charges and Fees

Fees from Facilities Hire

Residential Operations

Total Locally Raised Funds

Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships

Opening Balance

Total Cash Funds Available

Camp School Fees (Camp Schools only)

Expenditure - Cash and Salary

Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools

Administration

Lease Payments

Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance

Professional Development

Transfer to Reserve

Transfer from Reserve or DGR

Residential Accommodation

Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues

Other Expenditure

Buildings, Property and Equipment

Curriculum and Student Services

Total Salary Allocation

Total Funds Available

ActualBudget

Total Bank Balance

Cash Position as at:

Residential Boarding Fees to CO (Ag Colleges only)

Cash Budget Variance

Total Forecast Salary Expenditure

Total Expenditure

Total Goods and Services Expenditure
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DALKEITH PRIMARY SCHOOL WORKPLACE PROFILE 
 

 

ROLE STAFF NAME 

Principal Suzanne Pekin 

Deputy Principal Nicole Hughes 

Deputy Principal Sarah McCormick 

School Psychologist Erin Dunstan 

Manager Corporate Services Aileen Milford 

Administration Sarah Zappelli/Bev Davis/Karen Pollard 

Library Officer Jane Zupp 

 

TEACHERS YEAR TEACHERS YEAR 

Marie Tiley K Jess Vahala 2 

Celeste Cunningham K Libby Dyde 3 

Brylie Sanders PP Candice Wholohan 3 

Peter McSkimming PP Brittany Cooper 4 

Janet Wearne PP Nadine Jackson 4 

Aoife McCabe 1 Deborah Wake 5 

Leanne Ikin 1 Kelly Prosser 5/6 

Lynda Messom 2 Lisa Iannello 6 

Anna Hocken 2 Nicole Hughes 6 

         

         

SPECIALISTS AREA  SUPPORT STAFF 

Sarah Fiel Art  John Szydlowski 

Lois Barndon Japanese  Thomas Wray 

Les Thompson PE  Mulu Azale 

Brooke Milianku Music  Denis Monis 

Taylor Spalding Science P-2   

Brooke Milianku Science 3-6   

 

EDUCATION ASSISTANTS YEAR 

Dani Wright K 

Kelly Green K 

Sonja Rubio PP 

Rhoda Napier PP 

Eliz Harris 2 and 5 

Lynn Holliday 4 

Stacey Bryce 2 and 5 

Karen Pollard 5 

Shanee Sekhon 2 and 5 

Melaine Roberts 2 and 5 



 

 


